LearnHub.com is an online social learning network for people who love learning and sharing knowledge. LearnHub is a free content resource for teachers and students empowered by a set of tools that make learning & teaching online easy and effective.

LearnHub offers a revolutionary approach to learning online through networked communities which focus on a specific subject. Communities are a mixture of lessons (pages, videos, and presentations), tests, discussions, debates and fun activities like concept games and general trivia. LearnHub includes communities on hundreds of topics, and dozens of pedagogically-sound educational features.

LearnHub, among other things, hosts communities to help prepare students for SAT (SAT.LearnHub.com), GMAT (GMAT.LearnHub.com) and other exams that include thousands of original practice questions. Members are using this innovative social interface to practice for exams like GRE, TOEFL, GMAT, and SAT which include tools that allow members to time themselves, and track their improvement over time. Study abroad communities provide students with important information and a platform to debate solutions & strategies with each other.

Communities not only help students to learn, but also connect them with other students and teachers. Students will also find a marketplace, where they can find specialized courses and personal tutor offerings from expert teachers. Our comprehensive reputation system, authority, helps students to find reputable teachers, and shows the leading authorities of the site.

Best of all, LearnHub provides an opportunity to educators, to create their profile, gain authority by publishing content, and build their reputation as a quality online educator all at no personal cost. LearnHub provides educators a platform to share their knowledge with a global audience along with following tools to effectively teach online.

Comprehensive Online Presence: Create a profile, earn your authority, build your network of colleagues, or cultivate a following of students.

Powerful Content Authoring: Simple lesson editor allows sharing of lessons, videos, & presentations.

Easy Testing: Editor makes it easy to create tests; our report generator allows tracking of users’ progress.

Course Creation: Combine lessons, tests, and activities into a restricted course area.

Live Tutoring: Connect to your students with live video, voice, whiteboard and document sharing.

Fun Activities: Challenging concept attainment games, competitive debates and addictive trivia keep students coming back for more.

Complete e-Commerce Integration: Monetize your expertise by using the feature for courses or live tutoring sessions.

With seventeen different features on one fully-hosted platform and strategic partnership with Educomp, LearnHub.com provides a centralized online education destination for learners of all kinds.

for more information please logon to http://learnhub.com/